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Abstract

Images are vitally important in interesting consumers and helping them to make decisions. Images of a hotel are particularly important and were used to sell hotels even before the Internet, when travel agencies would often have brochures about hotel properties that they used to entice travelers. On many online travel agency (OTA) websites, the hotel’s image can take up 33% of the space on the hotel property page, but the importance of this image in the decision-making process has yet to be studied. For many OTAs, there are currently no quantitative analytic methods that help determine which image to display in this critical location. In this research, we use deep learning to extract information directly from hotel images and we apply image analytics to understand the importance of this information in the online hotel booking process. To provide managerial insights, we will combine a prediction model, with the t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) to classify and understand the types of images hotels generally use as their thumbnail or “champion” image and what aspects of these images elicit consumers to consider and book a hotel.

1. Introduction

Millions of travelers world-wide visit online travel agencies (OTAs) to fulfill their travel needs. OTAs aid the traveler by helping them decide what flight to take, what hotel to book, and where to go for vacation. OTAs work with the hotels and airlines to provide the consumer with a plethora of travel options and information to consider when deciding which travel option to choose. This fast-growing marketplace constituted 600B USD in online travel sales in 2016 and is projected to grow to more than 800B USD in 2020 (Statista 2016). Online hotel bookings are a major part of this industry and currently capture 39% of the US online digital booking market (Travel Trends 2017). With such a large consumer demand and stiff competition in the hotel market, if a hotel property or an OTA on which it is hosted wants to be successful, it is essential to attract consumers quickly and to provide them with information and imagery that will facilitate their reservation. The image(s) of a hotel have always been part of the hotel listing, even before the Internet, when travel agencies would often have brochures about hotel properties that they used to entice travelers. On many OTA websites, the hotel’s image can take up to 33% of the space on the hotel property page, but the importance of this image in the decision-making process has yet to be studied.

Previous research has shown that there are several key attributes that consumers consider for their purchase decisions of hotels including: price, room availability, hotel category, brand, amenities, location, and customer reviews [1, 2]. Researchers have also shown that the Internet enhances a consumer’s efficiency in search and evaluation [3, 4]. Since consumers are scanning more and more properties in an efficient manner, it is important for any firm that wants to capture consumer attention to make sure that their images effectively do so. Due to advanced filtering capabilities, the online traveler is able to quickly evaluate potential candidate hotels through various parameters [5, 6]. Additionally, tracking consumer clicks, browsing, searches, and purchase behavior has shown to be useful in understanding the decision-making process [7]. Combining these various consumer signals can improve click-through rates (CTR) by optimizing search results [8]. Moreover, presenting advertisement banners that match an online consumers personality has been shown to increase conversions [9]. In a similar way, presenting consumers with the right image should increase clickthrough rates. Previous research has explored what aspects are important to online travelers when making a travel purchase decision and has examined how tracking customer behavior can be leveraged to optimize search results and presentation of information, but very little past research has explored...
the role of images in travel choice selection.

When an online traveler is searching for a hotel, one of the first pieces of information they are presented with in the search results is the hotel image, a thumbnail that appears next to the information presented for the hotel. Given the power of visual information [10], it seems clear that this can have an important effect on the customer decision-making process. A study on the relationships between firm- and user-generated content on social media [11] shows that firm-generated content has the strongest effect on the consideration and purchase intent of consumers. This is exactly the point when the image of a hotel will play a vital role. The user is searching, which means that they are already aware of travel opportunities, so firm-generated content has the greatest possibility of affecting the consumer’s decision to move from mere awareness to including the firm in the user’s consideration set. A user’s click on a hotel listing in the search result to find out more information about a hotel could be viewed as an inclusion of this hotel into the consideration set. An important piece of firm-generated content in this case is the hotel image and it potentially impacts whether or not a hotel will be included in the consideration set.

To date, there is very little knowledge about the impact of imageries in the online travel industry. A notable exception is a paper by Zhang et al. (2017) [12], in which the authors show that photography quality positively influences the demand of properties on AirBnB. Our work is very different than this previous work since we: (1) look at more traditional hotel listings, (2) examine the effect of the image on the consideration decision as opposed to the purchase decision, and (3) we explore not just the general quality of the image, but the exact underlying aspects that motivate a click by the consumer. This gives us the ability to not just make managerial suggestions about the role of images, but also to provide insight into what images managers should use to maximize clickthrough. To summarize, in this paper we will explore the role of the image in the transition from search result to hotel information page and we will investigate what aspects of images and what types of images generally perform the best for hotels in an online environment.

In OTA terminology, the image that is presented as a thumbnail next to the hotel information on the search results page and the first image displayed after clicking on the listing, is called the champion image. For many OTAs, there are currently no quantitative analytic methods that help determine which image to display in this location. In this paper we plan to use machine learning techniques to identify whether it is possible to better understand which images, and specifically which concepts present in those images, are more likely to generate a higher CTR. We will do this by developing an Image Score, based on image analytics, for each image that will predict how likely that image is to generate user interest. In addition, we use an advanced embedding method that maps the high-dimensional features from our neural networks onto a two dimensional space that allows a quick evaluation of what types of images in different locations or contexts. This enables the development of managerially relevant explanations for why some images perform better than others.

Our study makes several important contributions:

- This is the first paper that investigates the impact of images on the consumer decision-making process for online hotel bookings at a prominent OTA.
- We use advanced visual analytic methods to explore the aspects of images that drive the inclusion of hotels into the consideration set of consumers.
- Our method is not just a black-box, unstructured prediction, but instead provides interpretable information that hotel managers can use to decide what images to use as their “champion” image. We provide a managerially relevant argument as to why certain images do better than others.
- We provide a structured, unified method for mapping of images that are generally used by hotels, which also shows how well these images perform. This unsupervised clustering system captures the heterogeneity across images and provides insights into what general features of images do better than other images, and can take the context of the hotel into account.

2. Framework

Our framework is based around the use of image analytics. Image analytics is the automatic extraction of structured data from images using computational methods [13]. We extract several features automatically from the images of the hotels. These features cover a wide range of aspects of images, from the visual properties to the semantic content. Using convolutional neural network (CNN) architectures, we will extract visual features and then classify the hotel images on the basis of those features. Specifically we use two deep neural network structures to extract these features: (1) ResNet50 to classify 1000 ImageNet object categories that are present in the image [14] and (2)
2.1. Image Classification

Recent advances in computer science have developed the ability to automatically extract conceptual information from a large number of images. This information has shown to be particularly useful in a number of research fields [10, 18, 19]. In this paper, we use CNNs to extract conceptual information from the hotel images that we can then build upon to find the relationship between concepts in those images and consumer engagement. CNNs are powerful deep learning networks developed primarily for image recognition. CNNs have been successful in identifying objects in images, such as faces, humans and animals.

Part of the dramatic increase in image processing capability is derived from the convolutional aspect of CNNs. The first CNN, LeNet5, was developed by LeCun et al. [20]. Neural nets have existed for a long time, but LeCun et al. developed convolutions to break up an image into different areas that focus on processing one particular part of the image. The LeNet5 architecture showed that convolutions are effective at extracting image features. Because each convolution is a type of filter that is applied multiple times to different parts of the image, the CNN uses only a small set of parameters that need to be estimated to detect similar features in multiple locations in an image. Nowadays, we can use large datasets with labeled images and the increasingly cheap nature of computer power to learn the parameters in convolutions at a large scale. The CNNs have several types of layers (mathematical manipulations) to extract different types of information from an image. The CNN architecture builds up a large amount and variety of information from the image and combines all of these different types of information to enable identification of complex concepts in the image. By scanning over a large number of pre-labeled images and adjusting weights the CNN can learn how to recognize the labeled information in the images of the training set.

For our application, we use two pre-trained CNNs to identify objects and scenes. In addition, we use a novel hybrid of the two networks to extract our deep features. A visual representation of the VGG16 architecture and the feature dimensions can be found in Figure 1.

The automatic identification of objects in images has received considerable academic research attention since the start of the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge [17]. The challenge evaluates algorithms for object detection and image classification at large scale. As part of the challenge, a dataset is provided with millions of label images on which CNNs, or any machine learning model, can be trained. For the identification of objects in hotel images we make use of one of the CNNs that did particularly well in the ImageNet challenge. In particular, we use the pre-trained CNN proposed and developed by He et al. [14], which won the ImageNet challenge. The CNN returns a distributional representation of 1000 common objects detected in the image. For instance, objects in the ImageNet challenge include: armchair, trundle bed, desktop computer, and doormat1. In other words, for each of the 1000 ImageNet objects that were labeled in the training set, the He et al. CNN returns a probability score of the particular object being present in the image. When we apply this CNN in this research, The final result is a distributional representation of all of the objects present in every hotel image in our dataset.

For the scene classification we use a deep neural structure trained on previous images of different locations, called the Places Database [15]. The Places Database consists of 10 million scene photographs, all labeled with scene semantic categories. It comprises a diverse list of types of environment encountered in the world. For instance, scenes include: Lobby, Jacuzzi, Dorm Room, and Building Facade. The deep learning model accurately identifies 365 scene categories depicted in images. Similar to object detection, the pre-trained CNN returns a probability score for the presence of each of the 365 scene categories in the image. The final result is a distributional representation of the presence of scenes for every hotel image in our dataset.

Previous work in social media analysis [10, 19] show that the activation output of deeper layers of a CNN are useful for popularity prediction. The way this is done is by creating a model that relates this output layer to the popularity of a set of known social media images. The output layer represents raw image information that has not (yet) been translated into a meaningful prediction, yet it has been structurally processed. We use the last fully connected layer of a novel hybrid model trained to recognize both objects and scenes (see Figure 1). The main reason these deep features work well at prediction is because essentially it is a transformation of the information from the pixel-level information to structured information about the image. The closer the layer of a CNN is to the final layer, the more this information is structurally related to what the model is trained to recognize. Generally, one of the last layers, called the softmax layer, turns these deep features into

1http://www.image-net.org/challenges/LSVRC/2010/browse-synsets
the classification probability. In cases where the only interest is in classifying the image contents, this last step helps us to understand and interpret what is depicted in the image, but it does not necessarily help in cases where the goal is predicting popularity or clickthrough rates. By using the output before the softmax layer we essentially have access to more of the image information and this can create better predictions of clickthrough rates than predictions made directly from the final concept classifications. In this paper, we use these “deep features” to make predictions of clickthrough rate. We do this by applying the concept of transfer learning. Transfer learning is when a researcher uses a neural net or machine learning model that was trained for one task to perform an entirely novel task. In this case, that means going from classifying which objects or scenes are in the image to directly predicting the CTR of the image. This helps explain more of the variability in the performance of hotel images by constructing a customized model.

3. Empirical Application

3.1. Data

Our data consist of a very large set of consumer searches and the results of those searches for hotels on the website of a prominent global online travel agency. In this dataset, a search starts with a search request. Following the request, which includes several parameters (e.g., destination city, travel dates, number of travelers), the website presents the consumer with an ordering of available hotels in the city on a search results page. Every hotel listing on the search result page consists of the name of hotel, thumbnail or “champion” image, price (with potential discount), number of stars, average reviews. In addition to the standard information that is the provided for every hotel, there is information about deals or specialties unique for that particular hotel or search result. These items of special information, such as “free breakfast”, “reserve now pay later”, or “only 1 left at this price”, are often colorfully presented with visual cues such as banners or highlighted text. After obtaining the default set of results, consumers can click on a hotel on that page, continue to the next page of results, or use the sort/filter functionality to refine their results based on hotel characteristics.

We collected every consumer search for five major destinations in the United States (Boston, Miami, New York, San Francisco and Seattle) for the month of July, 2019. This resulted in 3.4M queries. These queries resulted in a search result page, where the hotels are listed, and potentially, a hotel info page, where one particular hotel and all of its information are presented. Not all consumers necessarily clickthrough to an underlying hotel, but the consumer can get to the hotel info page from the search result page by clicking on the image or the name of the hotel. This is the focal priority of this study, because we want to investigate the impact of the thumbnail or “champion” image on the decision to click on a certain hotel.

At the consumer level we can observe the search criteria, search results, the clicks, view duration and other behavioral data on the website. After scanning
through all of the data, we observe that an online traveler clicks 4-5 times on average and that 0.7% of the online visits result in an actual booking. Another important observation that highlights the importance of images to the consumer decision process is that about 35% of the visitors perform some kind of more detailed action directly related to an interest in the hotel images, which includes clicking directly on the thumbnail image or browsing the photo gallery.

At the hotel level we obtain all of the characteristics described above, such as the price, rating, and features, the champion image, other images of the hotel, and the overall performance of a hotel listing in terms of clicks.

3.2. Method

![Figure 2. Image Scoring Method.](image)

One goal of this research is the creation of an image score for each image in the hotel database. To create this score, we will combine the features described in the previous section. This image score can then be used for future images to help decide which images should be shown to consumers searching for a hotel to maximize CTR. After training and optimizing our model we can then use it to construct image scores for new images. Subsequently, we can rank the new images for each hotel based on their image score; choose the champion image based on this information, and then display the images with the highest scores first. Figure 2 illustrates the process of using historic information to train a model and use the image information, hotel- and customer characteristics to score the images, choose a champion image and re-order the other hotel images. We will test this new image scoring method on historical data to see how accurately the image score predicts which hotels users click on. We use the extracted features as an input for a support vector regression to make this prediction.

3.3. Predictive Model

We use 70% per cent of our data for training and the remaining 30% for testing. Suppose \( H = H_{TR} \cup H_{TE} \) is a set of \( m \) hotels where \( H_{TR} = \{(H_1, y_1), (H_2, y_2), ..., (H_k, H_k)\} \) is a training set consisting of \( k \) hotels and \( H_{TE} = \{(H_{e+1}, y_{e+1}), ..., (H_m, y_m)\} \) is a test set consisting of the other hotels in \( B \). By dividing the hotels into a training and testing set we define \( H_{TR} \) and \( H_{TE} \) as two matrix representations of all hotels and the extracted image information represented by a feature set \( F \). We then apply a support vector regression four times using four sets of features extracted from the images. Specifically, we apply a support vector regression to features extracted using: (1) the Places365 neural architecture, (2) the Objects detection neural architecture, (3) our Deep Features neural architecture that uses the layer before the softmax layer of both neural net architectures, and (4) a Combination architecture that uses the features of all three of the previous architectures:

\[
H_{TR} = [F_1, F_2, ..., F_c] \quad H_{TE} = [F_{e+1}, F_{e+2}, ..., F_m]
\]

Each row of \( H_{TR} \) and \( H_{TE} \) represents a hotel. We train a model on \( H_{TR} \) and report the result of prediction on testing set \( H_{TE} \).

Let \( F_i \) be a set of features extracted from hotel \( i \) and \( y_i \) the corresponding CTR of this hotel. The idea is to optimize \( w \), parameter vector of function \( f_w() \) on \( H_{TR} \) to minimize the error between \( y_i \) and \( f_w(H_{TR}) \) = \( w^T h(H_{TR}) \). We optimize the following objective function:

\[
\sum_{i=1}^c (y_i - f_w(F_i))^2 + \lambda \|w_k\|^2
\]

which can be formulated as

\[
\arg \max_w \sum_{i=1}^c \log p(y_i|F_i, w) + \lambda \|w_k\|^2
\]

where \( \log p(y_i|F_i, w) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-w_i F_i}} \).

To find the optimal value of \( w \) we use \( L2 \) regularized loss Support Vector Regression from the LIBLINEAR package [21]. After training the model and finding the optimum value of \( w \) on \( H_{TR} \), we use it for prediction of CTR on \( H_{TE} \). We report the Spearman Rank Correlation between the predicted CTR and the actual CTR to measure the performance.

3.4. Explanatory Model

Although the support vector regression model gives us the ability to predict the potential CTR for images and
gives some insight into the aspects of images that work well overall, it does not really allow for interpretation of the underlying structure of the data and does not control for differences between locations. These images are extremely high dimensional and so identifying one particular aspect that explains why some images do better than others is very difficult. Thus, we rely on dimension reduction to manage the high dimensions of the CNN features. Traditionally, a popular method for dimension reduction is Principle Component Analysis [22], but this linear method is not able to handle complex non-linear data. In particular, PCA and other linear techniques are not capable of retaining the local structure of the data while also preserving some of the information from the global structure of the data in a single map.

For this reason, we use an embedding algorithm that maps high-dimensional data onto a two dimensional space, called the t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE), which is popularly used to analyze image data in a constructive manner [23]. The t-SNE algorithm is very effective in visualizing high-dimensional data by assigning each datapoint a location on a two-dimensional map. It maps images based on their similarities which enables a quick examination of what is generally used as the “champion” or thumbnail image by hotels. Each of the clusters of images in the map will show the different types of images that are used, such as pool, view, lobby or hotel room. It could also reveal other underlying aspects that make these image similar, such as shared color or brightness. This visualization enables the capture of commonly occurring elements as well as the heterogeneity across locations, i.e., it may well be the case that pictures of pools do better in Miami, while pictures of skyscrapers do better in New York City. We can then take the output of t-SNE to graphically represent the images on a two-dimensional space while highlighting the best performing images, and controlling for location. This will help us to better understand what aspects of the images do better than others.

4. Results

As mentioned in the previous section, we use an $L_2$ regularized loss Support Vector Regression to predict the CTR of a hotel based on the image information extracted from the thumbnail image for all four sets of architectures that we describe. After predicting the CTR of each hotel at test time we compute the Spearman’s rank correlation between the prediction and ground truth, the actual CTR of the hotels. Spearman’s rank returns a value between [-1, 1], where a value of 1 corresponds to perfect correlation.

The results in Table 1 show the prediction accuracy of using the extracted image information from the pretrained CNNs to predict hotel clicks. The best performing model is the Combination model, which uses the combined set of the Place365 net, the Objects Net, and the hybrid Deep Features model to predict the CTR. This model results in a correlation of 0.5650, which shows that using the image information we are able to predict relatively accurately the number of times a hotel is clicked on.

When looking at the individual models and not the Combination model, the best performance is achieved by the deep features and not by the semantic information of hotels, i.e., the objects and scenes. This object model and the scene model are generic models that were trained on general images and not on hotel images. The fact that this model does poorly compared to the other models, suggests that in future work it might be useful to build a model that was used to classify concepts in images related to hotels only. This might improve the accuracy of all of these models. The places model and the Objects model would be improved since they would be trained on relevant images, and the deep features model would potentially provide better structural information. Moreover, the combination model would be improved since it is composed of these three other models.

Now that we have a model that can predict the performance hotels based on just the image information we want to know how and why certain images are doing well. In order to evaluate the correlation of objects with the performance of the hotel images, we compute the mean of the SVR weights across the 10 train/test splits of the data for cross-validation, and sort them. The goal of this process is to identify which scenes / places are present in the image that are most likely to be associated with high clickthrough rates. The weights of the support vector regression with the distributional representation of the scenes as input shows us the following correlations:

- **High Positive Impact**: Hotel/Outdoor, Building
that the high performance images are clustered as well, by similarities into 2 or 3 major clusters. It also shows destinations the images that are used can be clustered New York City, San Francisco and Seattle.

the 5 different cities in our dataset: Boston, Miami, New York, Boston and San Francisco. When we map the images separately across these two destinations people seem to care more about the room that they will be staying in. This could be because these destinations are dominated by business travelers more than the other destinations in our dataset, and that business travelers care more about having a good location to work from. For Miami (upper middle), we observe from the mapping of the images that it is much more common to use the pool as the thumbnail image than for the other locations. The best performing images are a bit more scattered here than for the other destinations, but we observe that the pool, the bar, and the outside of the hotel are all included in the best performing images. Lastly, for Seattle (bottom right) we observe that the images containing a view from the hotel room and the hotel room itself work best. In addition, the indoor pools of the hotels are used quite frequently as well. Potentially because Seattle is known for its rainy weather and so indoor activities are important, but it is also known for its beautiful views so the views from the rooms are important as well.

5. Discussion

In this project, we use image analytics and artificial intelligence to understand the role of images in the decision-making process of consumers booking hotels online. The image scoring framework that we have developed can be used for future firm-generated images to help OTAs decide which images they should show to consumers. Using our framework we are able to explore not just which images do particularly well at maximizing clickthrough rates, but also which concepts and scenes are also vital to engage the consumer. This gives us the ability to make recommendations to managers about how to design future images for their property. We were then able to draw relationships between the different aspects of these images and the decision by the consumer to include the hotel into their consideration set. Our method is not just an unstructured prediction, but instead provides interpretable information that hotel managers can use to decide what images to use as their “champion” image. The mapping that we provided shows that there is quite a variety of images that are used by hotels and
that in general people like to see where they will be sleeping or what the hotel building looks like. By using the unsupervised clustering system based on t-SNE we capture the heterogeneity across images in different locations. The location maps clearly show that each location has a set of images that perform best. For instance, New York City hotels do best with an image of the entrance of the hotel, whereas in Seattle people are mostly interested in seeing the view from where they are staying; while, Miami hotels aim to entice customers with their pools and the hotel rooms generally work well in Boston and San Francisco.

Though we have done the best to examine the relationship between champion images and the decision by a consumer to include them in their consideration set, there still exist several limitations to our work. First of all, we have not explored the decision to actually make a purchase. It might very well be the case that the features that drive a consumer to consider a particular hotel are different from those visual features that result in an actual booking. However, even if that is true, the hotel must first be included in the consideration set before a purchase can be made, so this study complements any work that examines actual purchase behavior. Moreover, we have carried out a predictive study that shows that our model can do a good job at predicting which features result in a click, but our model is not a causal model, and so does not necessarily show that there is a causal relationship between these concepts and the decision to click by a consumer. However, by analyzing the resultant model and through the use of t-SNE we have developed new hypotheses as to why particular images do well in maximizing clickthrough rates. These hypotheses could be tested in future causal work.

In fact, in future work, we hope to carry out experiments, both in labs and in the field, that can help to substantiate the causal relationship between these concepts and clicks. This could be done for instance, by using A/B tests to show different users on an OTA website different champion images. We would argue that images that maximize our image score metric will receive more clicks and thus show that our model can be used to develop a prescriptive analytic that moves beyond telling firms which images are doing well, and instead tells them which images will do well in the future. Moreover, we hope to use additional image analytics, such as visual complexity [24], to further explore the relationship between image attributes and the decision by consumers to click.

In addition, as mentioned above, we have used off-the-shelf neural net architectures, even if we have combined them in novel and interesting ways. In the future, we hope to develop image analytic architectures that are specific to the travel industry, which should increase the accuracy of our models. Even with our current models we are able to discuss how different factors affect the consumer’s decision-making process, and we have explored some of those factors, but additional work is needed to determine exactly what concepts are driving these decisions, and to look at how the individual city context affects this process. For instance, we present some hypotheses about how Boston is different from Seattle and so different images perform better in each case. One possible explanation for this is self-congruity [25], where images do better because they are what the consumer expects of that location; we will explore this theoretical structure and others in the future to help inform these relationships.

In general, we have presented one of the first image analytic frameworks that can be used at large-scale to help online travel firms decide which images to show consumers, and our initial results show that this framework could result in a substantial increase in clickthrough to the hotel page, providing firms with an advantage in an fast-growing and highly competitive market.
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Figure 3. The t-SNE visualization of all the thumbnail images used by all hotels across destinations in our database. The green squares indicate the 5 best performing hotel images.

Figure 4. The t-SNE visualization of the hotel images in the 5 different locations. The green squares indicate the five best performing images of each location.